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Abstract
This paper studies the technical efficiency of Saudi banking sector using stochastic frontier model. A sample of 12
banks over the period 2000 - 2011 is selected to investigate their technical efficiencies in mobilizing deposits,
allocating investments and generating income. The banks are categorized as Saudi-owned banks, Saudi - foreign
owned banks and Islamic banks. The findings show some consistent pattern of these bank types; and there exist
significant disparities among the banks in terms of technical efficiency. The banque Saudi Fransi stands out as a
benchmark for the industry, and it is a Saudi -foreign owned bank type. The Saudi owned bank type has shown
fluctuating performance during the period; and the Islamic bank type is not significantly different from Saudi-owned
bank type.
Keywords: technical efficiency, stochastic frontier analysis, bank type
Contributions and implications of the paper:


The paper appears to be the second of its kind, after Alkhathlan et al (2010) to study the technical efficiency
of Saudi banks.



The paper distinguishes itself from the previous work of Alkhathlan et al (2010) by adding the dimensions
of philosophical foundations and ownership structures of the banks in the analysis. It also expands the
analysis by looking at three output variables instead of one output variable.



The paper tends to raises a further research question concerning the relationship between the bank
performance and its ownership structure and philosophical foundation. Though, the current paper tends to
suggest that there exists a relationship between the two; further researches with different samples from
Saudi market and around the world are suggested to test this relationship.

Limitation:


The paper does not have labour data to use as an input variable; instead it employs an administrative
expense as a proxy for the labour input.

1. Introduction
This paper investigates the performance of the Saudi banking industry, which consist of Saudi-owned,
Saudi-foreign-owned and Islamic banks. From its capital and labour, the banking industry mobilizes deposits, and
create loan, and generate income. In this process, the industry faces two major efficiency issues which are input
efficiency and output efficiency. Holding the output constant and comparing the inputs across banks produces the
input efficiency measure. The output efficiency is obtained by holding the input constant and comparing the outputs
across the banks. Each of the two measures generates the overall technical efficiency measure. Saudi banking
industry is highly liquid and rich in financial resources, and it has so far weathered off the recent world financial
crises. This raises three major questions for research and investigation: For example, has the Saudi banking industry
become a natural monopoly due to its intertwined structural ownership? The industry has very limited foreign
ownership, and majority of its players are holding ownerships in one another. This ownership structure could enable
it to realize decreasing average total costs, and hence economies of scale. The second question also relates to the
ownership structure but in times of Saudi-owned and Saudi-foreign owned structures. Does this nature of structural
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ownership provide information about the efficiency within the industry? The third question concerns the parallel
functioning of both conventional and Islamic banks, and have the two systems been distinctly different from each
other over time in terms of technical efficiency. This paper attempts to answer the last two questions, as the first
question is beyond the scope of this study. It analyses the technical efficiency of the banks over the time period 2000
2011, and in comparison to one another as bank type is concerned. The paper employs the stochastic production
frontier model to answer the above questions. The rest of the paper is organised as background review, literature
review, methods, analysis and conclusions and implications.
1.1 Background Review
Banking sector of Saudi Arabia is one of the world’s stable and fastest growing banking markets. In the last decade,
Saudi banking industry has witnessed visible improvements in organizational structure, size, financial health,
outreach and utilization of technology. Banks operating in the country have to face competitive environment as new
foreign banks are commencing their operation. Saudi economy is heavily dependent on hydrocarbon sector, so it has
performed well as oil prices increased in the international market in last few years. With high liquidity level and oil
sector driven profits in last years, banking industry performed well and recorded its good growth in assets and
deposits. Even in the mid of world financial crisis, Saudi banking industry showed impressive growth results and
expanded lending activities even at the time when there were adverse economic conditions all around the world.
Currently Saudi banking industry has 23 commercial banks, of which 12 domestic banks and 11 foreign banks have
their branches in the kingdom. In 2004, SAMA made some amendments in the regulation and allowed foreign banks
to operate in the kingdom. As a result foreign banks started opening their branches in the country and that created a
healthy competition within the industry. From the 12 domestic banks, 8 banks are totally Saudi-owned and four are
joint ventures with foreign international banks. In the domestic commercial banks, 4 banks are full-fledged Islamic
banks, while the other banks offer both Islamic and interest based products under one umbrella. The commercial
banks operate more than 1,600 branches throughout the country and a widespread network of automated teller
machines. Beyond providing credit and deposit facilities, they engage in securities trading, investment banking,
foreign exchange services, government finance, and development of a secondary government bond-treasury bill
market. In this section, we examine the bank density of the industry, its services growth in terms of teller machines
and its competition in terms of the major players in the industry.
Bank density, as shown in Table 1 below, means how many branches are served to each 100,000 people. In Saudi
Arabia the bank density is relatively low as compare to developed countries. In Saudi Arabia 6.07 branches are
served for every 100,000 population in 2011; it increased by 6.49% from what it was in 2006. In 2005, United States
had 31 branches for 100,000 people; and in Hungary bank density was 28 branches. In the Arab world, for example
in Egypt bank density was 4 branches (Economist, 2005).
Table 1. Bank density in Saudi Arabia
City

Bank Density 2006

Bank Density 2011

Riyadh

6.9

7.27

Makkah

5.2

5.38

Al-Madinah

4.2

4.22

Eastern

6.4

7.53

Al-Qassim

8.0

8.55

Asir

4.9

5.33

Tabouk

4.5

5.05

Hail

4.9

5.36

Northern Borde

4.6

4.37

Al-Jawf

4.7

4.55

Jazan

2.5

2.71

Najran

4.3

4.35

Al-Bahah

5.6

6.31

Total
5.7
6.07
Source: Authors calculation based on Annual Report SAMA 2012 & Central Department of Statistics, KSA 2012
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Bank density has increased in Saudi Arabia in some previous years as some new banks start operation in market and
the existing banks expand their branch network, but it was a modest increase. The highest bank density was in
Al-Qassim region with 8.55 branches, and the lowest was in Jazan region with 2.71 branches. That is, the bank
density appears to follow the economic activity in the country. Al-Qassim enjoys high economic activity due to the
concentration of oil and oil related activities, whereas Jazan region is of relatively smaller economic activity
compared to other regions. The bank density has seen a big jump in the country probably due to two factors. One
factor is the increased influx of foreign labour into the country, and this definitely increased the population, and in
turn it would cancel out some increases in the bank branch. The other factor is the increased reliance of Saudi banks
on machine, electronic systems and telephones to offer their services.
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10,000
8,000

Banks Branches

6,000

No. of ATMs

4,000
2,000
0
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Figure 1. ATMs and banks’ branches growth in Saudi Arabia
As the figure above illustrates, the automatic teller machines (ATMs) have kept rapidly increasing. Banks establish
wide ATM networks that provide almost all banking services of deposit, withdrawal and transfer of funds. Through
these ATMs, payment of all household bills like telephone, electricity, mobile, etc. and payment for all government
services can be done. Due to increasing cost (particularly labor cost) of establishing a new branch, often opt for
installing an ATM with all teller functions than to operate a branch. In 2007, Government started to transfer salaries
of employees into their bank accounts, forcing more people to use banking services. The super markets are accepting
ATM, Debit or Credit cards, and this too increases the clientele of banks. But still as compare to developed countries,
less portion of the population is using banking services due to some social, cultural and religious constraints.
Table 2. Major banking sector players in Saudi Arabia
Bank Name

Total Assets

Loans

Deposits

Riyad Bank - RIBL

11.71%

13.19%

11.67%

Bank Al Jazira - BJAZ

2.52%

2.72%

2.82%

The Saudi Investment Bank - SIBC

3.36%

3.17%

3.33%

Saudi Hollandi Bank - AAAL

3.73%

4.41%

4.08%

Banque Saudi Fransi - BSFR

9.10%

10.78%

9.96%

SABB - SABB

8.98%

9.90%

9.57%

Arab National Bank - ARNB

7.61%

8.50%

7.96%

Samba Financial Group - SAMBA

12.48%

10.40%

11.44%

Al Rajhi Bank - RJHI

14.30%

16.39%

14.71%

Bank Al Bilad - ALBILAD

1.80%

1.61%

2.09%

Alinma Bank - ALINMA

2.38%

2.95%

1.61%

The National Commercial Bank - NCB

19.50%

15.79%

19.70%

97.47%
Total
Source: Authors calculation based on Annual Report SAMA 2012

99.80%

98.94%
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This pare will focus on measuring the efficiency of overall Saudi Arabian banking sector represented by 12 banks,
whose total assets constitute 97.47% of total assets of the industry, and their total loans measure 99.80% of total
loans of the industry; and they possess 98.94% of the deposits of banking industry. The 12 banks, selected for the
study, own more than 99% of branches country wide.
2. Literature Review
There are generally two methods to examine the banking efficiency. Data Envelopment Analysis is one method that
allows for multiple outputs and multiple inputs. It can decompose the overall efficiency into scale and pure efficiency.
The other advantage of DEA is the absence of need to make an assumption about the distribution of variables on the
study. The other method of efficiency study employs a parametric production function that study the relationship
between single outputs and one or more inputs. It assumes that the variable conform normally distributed population.
Both methods have been employed in studying the banking performance such as the stories of Rosly and Abu Baker
(2003), Drake and Hall (2003), Sufian (2007), Wu et al (2008) and recently Ali Said (2012).
The banking efficiency study has generally been concerned with three issues which are comparative study of
efficiency, event study of efficiency and decomposition of efficiency. Comparative studies compares state and
non-state/private owned banks, large and small banks, domestic and foreign banks, Islamic and non-Islamic banks,
and international comparisons.
Frimpong (2010) conducts comparative study of efficiency across domestic private banks, state bank, and foreign
banks in Ghana. He finds that domestic private banks top the list followed by foreign banks. Comparing domestic
banks with foreign banks, Matousek and Taci (2004) find that the foreign banks have an edge over their domestic
counterparts in Czech Republic. Thus, it was recommended to open up the domestic banking industry for foreign
banks to boost the competition and efficiency in the banking industry. Comparing large banks with small banks, Wu
et al (2008) conclude that large-sized banks are more efficient than the small-sized banks, the large-sized banks
benefit from scale effects, and hence derive increasing returns to scale. This was earlier conformed in the study of
Rosly and Abu Baker (2003), Matousek and Taci (2004), and recently by Zreika and Elkanj (2011). These finding
does not hold for Japanese banking industry, where small-niche forecasted banks are more efficient and enjoy
significant economies of scale than large-sized banks, Drake and Hall (2003). Comparing Islamic banks and
conventional banks Rosly and Abubaker (2003) find the Islamic banks less efficient than the conventional banks due
to large scale effect enjoyed by the conventional banks. But this cannot be robust reason as evidenced in the case of
japan where small-sized banks fare better the large-sized ones. Mokhtar et al (2008) have reached similar conclusion
that Islamic bank are less efficient But Shadi (2010) and Akhter et al (2011) find no significant difference between
the types of banks. For international comparison, Maudo and pastor (1999) find that European and American banks
better performance as cost and profit efficiencies are concerned, and hence European and Americans banks are
generally more profitable than the Japanese counterparts due to the presence of efficiency inequalities between them
in the Japanese banks. Comparing the domestic Islamic banks with the foreign Islamic banks, Mokhtar et al (2008)
and Abdul Hadi and Saad (2010) find that domestic Islamic banks perform well than foreign Islamic banks. Thus, no
consistent evidence for efficiency edges of foreign banks over domestic banks and of Islamic Banks over
conventional banks. It could depend on stages of the economic and banking development of a country. For example,
for Czech Republic transitioning from command economy to market economy foreign banks are expected to perform
more efficiently than the domestic banks. But for highly developed Islamic Banking industry of Malaysia, domestic
Islamic banks are expected to fare better in efficiency than the foreign Islamic banks. Similarly from a
well-developed market economy domestic banks can perform more efficiently than foreign banks due to experience
and market niche advantage for the domestic banks.
Event studies of efficiency are generally concerned with analysing banking efficiency over time or as some event,
such as financial crises and level of competition, change. Maudo and Pastor (1999) find that is level of competition
increases, European banks and American banks gain more in profit efficiency than their Japanese counterparts
increased competition by allowing more banks into the industry, improves the performance and overall efficiency of
the industry, Matousek and Taci (2004) event of financial crises impacts less on the efficiency and performance of
Islamic Banks than that of conventional banks. Abdul Hadi and Saad (2010) Said (2012a) and Said (2012b).
Studying the determinants of bank efficiency in a sample of banks in China, Mathews and Zhang (2010) find that
cost reduction and technical diversification of revenue away from interest earnings are significant contributors to
improving bank efficiency. The environments in which the banks operate are also important factors of bank
efficiency as highlighted by Chortareas el at (2012). They find that banks operating in freer economic and political
environments gain better cost advantages and overall efficiency than their counterparts in less free economic political
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environmen
nts. Analysing
g bank efficien
ncy across eigh
ht Asian counttries, Sun and Chang (201011) conclude thhat risk
measures, such as credit risk, operation
nal risk and market
m
risk, aree significant deeterminants of the variations in the
level and variability
v
of baank efficiency; and the resultss tend to be diffferent across tthe countries annd over time. IInstead
of asking what
w
explain efficiency,
e
Avk
kiran (2010) assks inversely: what does effi
ficiency explainn? And he findds that
efficiency does explain significant
s
variiations in ratio of post-tax prrofit/ average ttotal assets, annd ratio of retuurns on
average equ
uity. It implies that if a firm is
i efficient, it should expect itts profitability ratios to improove.
For the deccomposition off efficiency, stu
udies find that scale
s
rather thaan pure efficienncy dominate tthe overall effiiciency
of banks, Rosly
R
and Abu Baker (2003), Sufian (2007) and Abdul Haadi and Saad (22010). But Barooos el at (20111) finds
no influence of firm sizze on the efficiency. For th
he Saudi markket Alkhathlann et al (2010) conducts a rrelative
efficiency study
s
of the in
ndustry and theey find that it iss players are ggenerally efficieent, and that A
ARB and BSF ttop the
frontiers off the efficient performance
p
with
w NCB as thee least efficiennt. Investigatingg the efficiencyy of Middle Eaast and
North Afriican (MENA) banks, Olson
n and Zoubi (2
2011) find thaat the MENA
A banks are less efficient thhan the
European banks,
b
and thatt they are par with
w the most banks of the devveloping econoomies.
The curren
nt paper on thee Saudi bankin
ng industry pushes the invesstigation furtheer by conductinng both comparative
and event studies.
s
Specifiically it undertakes to,


Conduct
C
compaarative study of
o efficiency; Saudi-owned versus Saudi--foreign bankss and Islamic banks
versus conventional banks.



Conduct
C
the eveent study by an
nalysing chang
ges in the efficciency of bankks over time 20000 to 2011 annd how
th
he financial criisis of 2008 imp
pacts on the effficiency/perforrmance of the industry and itts players.

3. Method and Data
n be decomposed into techn
nical efficiencyy and allocativve efficiency. Technical effiiciency
Efficiency of a firm can
he capacity of the
t firm in maaximizing output given the innput or in miniimizing the inpput given the ooutput.
measure th
The allocattive efficiency measure the capacity
c
of the firm in sufficiiently choosingg the input am
mount in light oof their
relative priices. This paper investigatess the technicall efficiency off the banks, ass the paper is constrained bby data
limitations concern in thee bank input prices to investiigate the allocccative efficiency. The techniical efficiency can be
analysed th
hrough input-o
oriented efficieency measuress or output-oriiented efficienncy measure w
within the conttext of
constant reeturns to scalee or variable reeturns to scalee. If input are increased by certain percenntage and the output
increases by
b the same perrcentage, the fiirm faces consttant return to sscale (CRS); it faces variable return to scalee (VRS)
when the output increasses by variablee percentages. Under the coonstant return to scale, the production fuunction
exhibits a constant slopee, and under variable
v
return
n to scale, thee production ffunction exhibbits a variable slope.
Following model constru
uction of Xuaan Huy (2010)), if a firm prroduces one output, Q, usinng one input, X, the
production function fronttier under CRS and VRS can be graphed as below:

Figure
F
2. Produ
uction possibiliity frontier
uan Huy (2010))
Source: Xu
qi = Inefficcient Point of output
o
Technical inefficiency
i
rattio under CRS = Aqc / Aqi [0
0,1]
Technical inefficiency
i
rattio under VRS = Aqv / Aqi [0,,1]
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The technical inefficiency scores are decomposed into pure technical inefficiency and scale technical inefficiency.
The pure technical inefficiency measures inefficient management and leadership of the firm; whereas, scale technical
inefficiency measures the technology used to transform the input into output and the size of the firm. The difference
between the technical efficiency under constant return to scale and the technical efficiency and variable return to
scale is the scale inefficiency. Thus, the scale inefficiency ratio from the graph above is measured as;
Scale inefficiency ratio (SE) = Aqc / Aqv
Firms, that a on the frontier have efficiency ratio equal 1, and firms below the frontier, have efficiency ratios less
than 1. In the graph above, a firm producing at qi under constant returns to scale can reduce its inputs from Xi to Xc
without reducing the output (input minimizing oriented efficiency). This behaviour can result in cost saving by
reducing the resources by the amount equals the actual resources (Xi) minus the minimum optimal resources (Xc). On
other hand, the firm producing at qi under constant return to scale can expand its output from A to Ac and gain more
output with the same inputs (Xi) and hence output maximizing oriental efficiency. Thus at point qi, the firm output
inefficiency is A0 / Ac0 [0, 1]; whereas, under variable return to scale, its output inefficiency ratio is A0 /Av0 [0, 1].
The paper employs stochastic frontier analysis (SFA) to the overall technical efficiency of the banks. The frontier in
the graph above represents the production frontiers of the stochastic frontier analysis. The method hypothesises a
functional form of production and uses data to estimate the parameters of that function. This estimated function is
then used to derive the estimate of efficiencies of the firms. The residual term of the stochastic frontier function is
decomposed into normal error term and inefficiency term as presented below
Yit = α + BXit + D1 + D2 + Vit – Uit
Y = output vector
X = input vector
i = individual bank
t = time period t = 1: 2000-2002, t = 2: 2003-2005, t = 3: 2006-2008, and t = 4: 2009-2011.
D1 = 1: Saudi-owned banks.
= 0: otherwise
D2 = 1: Islamic banks
= 0: otherwise
These dummies also capture the time-invariant bank type heterogeneity in the data.
U = Residual term that captures and represents the technical inefficiency of the bank. It’s a distributed one sided error
term with a non-zero mean. It’s assumed to follow an exponential, or half-normal, or truncated-normal, distribution,
so that estimated function in the above equation can represents a production possibilities frontier. These inefficiency
residuals are computed using the LIMDEP software with the assumption of half-moved distribution of Ui.
V = Represents random noises, which are identically and independently distribution two sided error term with mean
zero and constant variance.
The paper collects data for the period of 12 years, from 2000 to 2011five measures of banking performance. These
measures are total deposits, total operating income, total capital, administrative expenses and investments. Operating
income is assured to be a final output measure, while capital and administrative expenses are considered to be input
measures. The administrative expenses are a proxy for the labour inputs. Deposits and investments are considered to
be intermediate output measures that are further used in producing some other output. Thus, the production function
stated above is estimated these times. First, the banking sector produces deposits using its capital and labour (proxy
here by administrative expenses) inputs. Estimating this function gives out the deposit efficiency scores. Second, the
banking sector uses the mobilized deposits with administrative expenses as inputs to produce investments and
estimating this function gives at the investment efficiency scores. Finally, the banking sector uses its investment and
labour to produce operating income, and from this function, income efficiency scores are calculated. Twelve banks
are selected out of 23 banks to represent the banking industry. These 12 banks have more than 90% of the industry’s
assets and deposits respectively, and hence they are approximately the industry. The data on the banking performance
measures are collecting from the website of Saudi stock market. There are 36 observations of balanced 3-year period
panel data. The 12 years observations 2000-2011 is broken into equal 3-years observation for the 12 banks. Two
important benefits are derived from this setting: one benefit is to obtain balanced panel data; some banks under the
study do not have straight 12-year observations. The other benefits, is to make the individual effect random, and it
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can be captured by the V term, which is random error term in the equation. If the individual effect is not random but
type specific, then dummies D1 and D2 shall tell what types of banks exist in the data. The time effect of 3 year
period in the data is assumed constant and subsumed into the constant term of the equation.
4. Results and Analysis
The results are analysed in two stages. In the first stage, the paper analyses the estimated production functions
(deposit production, investment production, and income production) to examine possible existence of bank types in
the data and consistency of this type over time. Also at this stage, the significance of the assumed input measures is
investigated. In the second stage, the paper examines these efficiency scores of banks. This is done by first ranking
banks from 1 the top best to 12 the bottom worst. The ranks are broken into four categories excellent performers (1, 2,
3), good performers (4, 5, 6), fair performers (7, 8, 9) and poor performers (10, 11, 12). Than for each bank a
percentage is calculated as how many times it falls under each category. The scores are also used to tell whether there
exist specific bank types in the data, and the consistency of those banks types over time. The efficiency rankings and
percentage times for each bank are presented in Table 3 in the appendix.
4.1 Deposit Mobilization Function
For deposits mobilization capital and labour (proxy by administrative expenses) are found by consistently relevant
for the whole period of observation. Table 3 estimates indicate that increased capital and labour lead to increased
deposit mobilization. The dummies for the bank types are fond relevant in observations 2000 -2002, and 2003 – 2005.
Whereas in the periods 2006 – 2008, and 2009 – 2011, the dummies cannot be included in the model due to their
irrelevance and the acute skewness of the residuals, and thus the inefficiency scores cannot be correctly estimated. To
further correct the skewness problem for the period 2009 – 2011, deposits and capital are divided by the
administrative expenses, to approximate deposits per labour and capital per labour respectively. Where the bank
types become relevant, it shows that the Saudi-owned banks and the Islamic banks are relatively poorer deposit
mobilizers than the foreign non-Islamic banks, as illustrated by the graphs in appendices A and B.
Table 3. Stochastic frontier equation estimates, dependent variable: Deposits
Variables

2000-2002

2003-2005

2006-2008

2009-2011

Constant

3.69(0.347)

3.98* (5)

3***(1.6)

33.6(0)

EX

0.62*(7.49)

0.55* (4.388)

0.51*(4.045)

----

CP

0.36*(3.592)

0.42* (3.034)

0.52*(3.446)

0.87*(9.14)

D1

-0.22**(-2.742)

-0.14** (-1.943)

----

----

D2
-0.23**(-2.406)
-0.08 (-0.828)
------EX = administrative expenses (used here to proxy labour inputs)
CP = bank capital
D1 = 1: Saudi owned banks, and =0: otherwise
D2 = 1: Islamic banks, and = 0: otherwise
Values outside the bracket are the coefficients and their corresponding T-statistics are in the bracket.
*= significant at 1%
**= significant at 5%
***= significant at 10%
4.2 Investment Generation
For the period 200-2002, Saudi banking sector is highly heterogeneous, Saudi-owned banks perform better in
investment generation than non-Saudi-owned banks, and the Islamic banks generate more investment than
non-islamic banks. Thus, the lowest investment generator in this period is the foreign non-islamic banks. The
banking sectors rely largely on deposits to generate investment as indicated by the estimates in Table 4. Deposits
remain the relevant source of investment for the rest of the period. The banking type refuses to fade away with time
as in the period 2003-2005, the Saudi-owned banks appear to be the only banks making headways in investment,
while in the period 2009-2011, the Islamic banks seem to be reducing their investments. This finding is clearly
discernible in the appendices A and B.
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Table 4. Stochastic frontier equation estimates, dependent variable: Investment
Variables

2000-2002

2003-2005

2006-2008

2009-2011

Constant

-8.42*(-8.149)

-8.917(-0.273)

----

-1.522***(-1.814)

DP

1.428*(9.547)

1.475*(5.745)

0.606(1.162)

0.469*(6.687)

EX

0.036(0.271)

-0.024(-0.102)

0.482***(1.885)

0.726*(8.578)

D1

0.334*(4.253)

0.21***(1.82)

----

0.024(0.218)

D2
0.291**(2.999)
0.248***(1.625)
----0.681*(-5.657)
EX = administrative expenses (used here to proxy labour inputs)
DP = bank deposits
D1 = 1: Saudi owned banks, and =0: otherwise
D2 = 1: Islamic banks, and = 0: otherwise
Values outside the bracket are the coefficients and their corresponding T-statistics are in the bracket.
*= significant at 1%
**= significant at 5%
***= significant at 10%
4.3 Income Generation
As Table 5 illustrates the investment and labour appear to be positive relevant explanatory variables for the variations
in the banking sector income throughout the period. The bank type surfaces in the periods 2000-2002, and 2009-2011.
In the period 2000-2002, the Saudi-owned banks generate lower income than the rest, and in the period 2009-2011,
the Islamic banks appear to generate higher income than the rest.
Table 5. Stochastic frontier equation estimates, dependent variable: Income
Variables

2000-2002

2003-2005

2006-2008

2009-2011

Constant

0.045(0.124)

0.546(0.054)

0.071(0.004)

1.76(0.108)

IN

0.514*(8.86)

0.224**(2.88)

0.086(1.141)

0.702*(5.088)

EX

0.435*(5.44)

0.772*(6.86)

0.981*(8.024)

0.111(0.64)

D1

-0.097**(-2.022)

-0.082(-1.17)

-0.017(-0.126)

-0.104(-0.842)

D2
0.039(0.691)
0.18**(2.03)
-0.151(-0.87)
0.544**(2.83)
EX = administrative expenses (used here to proxy labour inputs)
IN = bank investments
D1 = 1: Saudi owned banks, and =0: otherwise
D2 = 1: Islamic banks, and = 0: otherwise
Values outside the bracket are the coefficients and their corresponding T-statistics are in the bracket.
*= significant at 1%
**= significant at 5%
***= significant at 10%
From this analysis, it can be inferred that the assumed relationships, between the output and input measures are
confirmed by the data. The other inference is that in terms of deposit mobilization, the banks seem to be highly
homogenous. This could be a result of indifference of bank customers, particularly the depositors. That is they do not
place their deposits in a bank because it’s a Saudi-owned, or Saudi-foreign-owned, or Islamic, bank. The indifference
of the depositors could be the result of fixed deposits interest rate paid across the banks. This rate is determined by
the SAMA, thus it’s not included in the deposit production function as its same for all the banks. This also raises a
question for further research, and that is do Saudi banks customers make their bank choice based on bank type? Or
do they pool them together as non-differentiated bank?
4.4 Deposit Efficiency
The top performers in efficiently mobilizing deposits are Banque Saudi Franci (BSF) followed by Arab national bank,
while Saudi investment bank and Alrajhi bank come in as third best performers. The good performers are Saudi
Hollandi Bank, while the rest of banks are fair performers, no bank performed poorly in deposit mobilization. In
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terms of bank type, Saudi-foreign-owned banks, top the list of excellent performers, followed by Saudi-owned banks,
and then an Islamic bank. The next efficiency score will tell whether this ranking could be sustained.
4.5 Investment Efficiency
Top performers in investment generation are Banque Saudi Franci, followed by Saudi Hollandi and then Saudi
investment bank. The Banque Saudi Franci has maintained its top position as the best bank in mobilizing deposits
and the best bank in transforming those deposits into investment throughout the whole period 2000 to 2011. The
Saudi Hollandi bank has improved its position from a good bank in deposit mobilization to the second best bank in
transforming deposits into investments. The third best bank is the Saudi investment bank. The good investment
performers are Saudi British Bank followed by Arab national bank and bank Al-Bilad; whereas, the fair and poor
investment performers are Arab national bank followed by Riyadh Bank and Bank Aljazeera. The top bank type is a
Saudi-foreign bank, followed by Saudi-owned bank type. The good bank types in term of investment are again
Saudi-foreign owned banks, followed by Saudi-owned banks and an Islamic bank. Whereas the fair and poor bank
types in terms of investment are Saudi-owned banks and Islamic banks. This is a disappointment for Islamic banks,
which are supposed to be investment banks in nature as Islamic banking and finance require most financing and
investment contracts to have real underlining assets or an exchange of money with commodity.
4.6 Income Efficiency
Alrajhi bank and SAMBA tied as the top income performers. They are the benchmarks in transforming investment
into income. The good banks are Banque Saudi Franci followed by Riyadh Bank, while the fair and poor performers
in terms of income efficiency are SABB followed by Arab national bank and Bank Aljazeera. The
Saudi-foreign-owned bank and Islamic banks appears top performers in income efficiency.
The Saudi-foreign-owned banks are overall best banks, the other bank types of Saudi-owned and Islamic banks have
seen overlapping ranking throughout the period. The Banque Saudi Franci is a benchmark for the other banks to
emulate its best practices, while bank Aljazeera, Riyad Bank and Arab national bank need to increase their efforts to
catch up with the rest. These findings conforms the conclusion rich at by Alkhathlan et al (2010). Alrajhi bank and
SAMBA can do better than their current performance to improve their deposit mobilization and investment efficiency.
The Islamic banks have performed disappointedly in their own area of speciality which is investment.
5. Conclusions and Implications
The findings of this paper fall under three categories which are bank density, stochastic production frontier, and
efficiency scores and rankings. The bank density findings show that Saudi economy is substantially less dense
compared to some advanced economies. The bank branches are not fast increasing in numbers. The bank density for
most Saudi cities in 2011 does not significantly differ from what it was in 2006. Two things could be responsible for
this low bank density; one is the increasing population particularly the foreign influx, which could counter balance
the bank branch expansion. The other factor is the increased reliance of the Saudi banks on machine, telephone and
electronic banking. Most bank services are increasingly delivered by these three media at relatively lower costs than
the physical branches. The findings from the estimated stochastic production functions show that bank capital and
labour are significant relevant factors for deposit mobilization. The deposit interest rate does not influence the
deposit mobilization, as the banks take the deposit interest as given from SAMA and they cannot vary it on their own
to attract deposits. Furthermore, the bank customers do not place their deposits in the banks as a function of interest
rates which are culturally abhorred in Saudi Arabia. Thus, bank type does not matter in deposit mobilization. The
deposits are found to significantly influence how much investment a bank can generate. Similarly bank investments
are important source of income for the banks. The efficiency findings show significant disparities among the bank
performances. A benchmark bank is found to be Banque Saudi Franci, which has been able to maintain a robust
consistent top performance throughout the period 2000-201, and it is Saudi-foreign owned bank. On the three output
efficiency scores of deposit, investment and income, it comes on the top in deposit efficiency, and investment
efficiency and a good performer in income efficiency. An organizational study of this bank could yield a manual of
best practises to be emulated by the other banks. Bank Alrajhi and SAMBA are the top income performers. The other
banks have shown fluctuating pattern of behaviour from poor performance to good performance over the period of
study.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Inefficiency scores and bank ownership types

Saudi‐Owned Banks & Saudi‐Foreign‐Owned Banks Inefficiencies
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SOBDPAI = Saudi‐Owned Banks Average Deposit Inefficiency Scores
SFOBDPAI = Saudi‐Foreign‐Owned Banks Average Deposit Inefficiency Scores
SOBICAI = Saudi‐Owned Banks Average Income Inefficiency Scores
SFOBICAI = Saudi‐Foreign‐Owned Banks Average Income Inefficiency Scores
SOBINAI = Saudi‐Owned Banks Average Investment Inefficiency Scores
SFOBINA I= Saudi‐Foreign‐Owned Banks Average Investment Inefficiency Scores
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Appendix B. Inefficiency scores: Islamic banks versus conventional banks

Conventional & Islamic Banks Inefficiencies
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CBINAI = Conventinal Banks Average Investment Inefficiency Scores
IBINAI = Islamic Banks Average Investment Inefficiency Scores
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